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Unify IT Data to enable 
Algorithmic IT Operations

• Cross-Domain Insights -
Combine AppDynamics
observability data with
full-stack data to glean
additional insights.

• Actionable Incidents -
Correlate AppDynamics
events with events from
other tools to add context
and increase actionability
of incidents

• Faster Resolutions -
Triage, diagnose,
collaborate and resolve
incidents faster with unified
operational insights and
tools featured in
Incident Room

Resolve IT Problems Faster 
with Full-Stack Context and 
Cross-Domain Correlation
Combine the power of AppDynamics’ continuous application 

performance monitoring with CloudFabrix domain-agnostic AIOps 

to add full-stack asset context and cross-domain correlation to help 

resolve IT problems faster.

Action

Ingest AppDynamics’ alerts, events, health rule violations and observability 
data into CloudFabrix AIOps 360 platform using Webhooks and APIs

The Context
Modern IT environments are becoming complex today with hybrid 
monitoring tool implementations, making it difficult for IT personnel to 
address traditional/legacy tool's event data in a concerted manner with 
intelligent alert/event data from modern APM tools, like AppDynamics

AppDynamics + CloudFabrix Integration Value
AppDynamics gives you the power to ensure flawless customer experiences 
driven by continuous application monitoring, while CloudFabrix brings you 
the power of domain-agnostic AIOps enabling algorithmic decision in 
hybrid monitoring environments. With AppDynamics and CloudFabrix 
integration, customers can automatically enrich and correlate 3rd party 
traditional/legacy  event feeds with AppDynamics' intelligent alerts and 
accelerate incident resolution with additional insights from correlated 
cross-domain data sources, resulting in increased IT productivity and 
fewer escalations.
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CloudFabrix AIOps 360 
CloudFabrix AIOps 360 is a domain-agnostic AIOps platform enabling 
algorithmic IT operations by operating on hybrid data sources and 
monitoring feeds. A unique aspect of AIOps 360 is its automated data 
quality analysis and qualification of suitable data sources for AIOps 
implementation. Another salient feature is its ability to feed rich asset 
context to AIOps using its built-in asset discovery, dynamic asset 
resolution and full-stack dependency mapping, all of which will enable 
automated data enrichment. AIOps 360 then correlates alerts and events 
from several operational data sources to create more context-rich and 
actionable incidents that can be analyzed in Incident Room module for 
swift resolution 

Want to find out more?
Resolve IT Problems Faster with Full-Stack 
Context and Cross-Domain Correlation

Incident Room provides concerted view of metrics from heterogeneous monitoring sources with single pane triage 
dashboard, insights for root cause inference, diagnostic tools, and in-place collaboration console to communicate with 
other IT teams. As implementation matures, customers can get early signals for incidents leveraging predictive insights.

Getting Started is Easy 
Integration between AppDynamics and CloudFabrix 
AIOps 360 platform can be setup easily with webhooks, 
for ingesting alert/event data and with client API keys for 
ingesting observability data. Both solutions support 
on-premise and cloud deployments, including a 
fully-managed SaaS offering. 

Key phases in CloudFabrix AIOps 360

"A true AIOps solution relieves 
a lot of burden off the staff for 
having to piece together all the 
data sources they are not 
familiar with. 

You are just a consumer of 
results of looking at the data"

-Rich Lane, Sr. Analyst, Forrester

http://cs.co/AIPP



